Important Military Personnel More Effectively Vetted

“EyeDetect
has helped us
improve our
credibility and
reliability
assessment
process to vet
personnel that
hold
important
position
within the
agency.”
Fabio Onofre,
Second
Technician,
Colombian
Airforce,
Colombia

BACKGROUND
The Air Force of Colombia (Spanish: Fuerza Aérea
Colombiana) is one of three military forces of the
Republic of Colombia, South America. It's also one of
the largest air forces in the Americas — after Brazil,
Peru and the United States — and has increased its
activity due to its increasingly important role in the
fight against drug trafficking and related terrorism.
Applicants for the Air Force of Colombia military
school come from a variety of diverse backgrounds and experiences. Before acceptance,
future soldiers typically undergo a battery of screening tests to determine if they're involved
in illegal or inappropriate behaviors — including ties to regional and religious terrorist
organizations.
EYEDETECT IMPLEMENTED
Terrorism is a serious issue in the world. Organizations of all types want to ensure that
employees are not associated with terrorist organizations such as ISIS, Al Qaeda, the Taliban,
or regional militant groups such as the FARC. Terrorists create political unrest by attacking
law enforcement, military personnel, innocent civilians, and the nation's infrastructure. These
subversive organizations have a religious or political agenda with the goal of destroying
democratic systems of government or creating terror. Terrorists impose death or injury to
those who disagree with their beliefs and would potentially wreak havoc if they infiltrated a
military organization.
RESULTS
EyeDetect is the most accurate lie detector on the market for pre-employment screening
tests. It‘s used by the Air Force of Colombia to test job applicants for ties to terrorist
organizations. In 2016, 1,237 candidates were tested prior to consideration for acceptance at
the military school. No other lie detection solution has the capacity to test 30 or more people
per day per examiner — which equals nearly 700 tests per test administrator per month.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
EyeDetect is 86% accurate in detecting deception for illegal activities, including terrorism. In
testing its applicants, the Air Force of Colombia discovered that 7 individuals had ties to
terror groups. Criminal infiltration of the military, law enforcement, and security forces is a
serious issue in some countries. Ongoing testing will allow the organization to continue to
monitor for any changes in criminal or malicious intent.
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